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Estimator 
Description
Estimator Specialist Contracting London

Up to £60,000 plus benefits package

Our client is a leading specialist sub-contractor that is highly successful in the
delivery of building packages, typically between £2m and £10million. They are
engaged by some of the UKs foremost contractors on major projects in London, to
include high-rise, retained façade, newbuild and heritage works.

They are now seeking an Estimator to join their team and would be interested in
speaking to applicants from either an Estimating or Quantity Surveying background
and from a main contracting background. You could already be fulfilling a similar
function or at a cross roads in your career and looking to potentially develop into
Estimating. They operate a flexible approach to tendering which includes
competitive, traditional bills of quantities, design and build as well as spec and
drawing and have their own in-house design team.

You will be able to demonstrate a proven work history in the ‘building’ industry, in
either main contracting or specialist contracting environment (minimum 3 years plus
experience working in the UK), pricing jobs up to £5million+ in value. At interview
you will be able to illustrate, giving examples of projects where you have aided the
bid development process.

This is an opportunity for someone looking to forge a career with a progressive
company that recognises and rewards their staff for personal achievement.

Candidates will ideally be degree qualified in either Civil Engineering or Quantity
Surveying and must be living within a commutable distance of South East London.

Please apply below or upload your CV in strict confidence through our website
quoting the reference number: Estimator JP725

Estimator London – Estimator Specialist Contracting 

Hiring organization
Speyhawk Ltd

Employment Type
Full-time

Industry
Construction

Job Location
London, United Kingdom

Base Salary
£ 50000 - £ 60000

Date posted
19th March 2021

Valid through
23.04.2021
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